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Dear Sirs,

I refer to representations that I made under the Unique Reference of
20014305 to the Planning Inspectorate in October 2018 that can be
found at the following website:

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/south-
east/manston-airport/?ipcsection=relreps&relrep=28070

I was naturally pleased to see that in its review, the Planning Inspectorate
concurred with my conclusion that the re-opening proposal at that time was
inappropriate.

Now that the Secretary of State for Transport has asked for a further review of
the proposal, I have studied my observations again and find that they are still
relevant  today. Since 2018, however,  two major events have occurred that
demonstrate that the case for re-opening Manston is even weaker than  it was 
back in 2018. These events are:

1     The impact of Covid-19

The world's response to this  virus has caused a significant reduction in air traffic
movements. The UK's largest airports have all been adversely affected  as shown
at such places as Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Luton, East Midlands,
Manchester......the list is longer than that! With significant under utilised
capacity, the rationale for reopening  an airport with a  long runway that
happens to be located in the wrong place is non-existent. Freight traffic into the
UK needs to be delivered near to where it can be delivered to customers; export
freight traffic needs to be sent from locations that are near to centres where the
goods are manufactured.
The same principles arise with passenger traffic, where 360 degree access to the
airport is essential to establish a reasonably sized  customer base.
Regrettably, Kent does not have the industrial base to support a freight facility
and Manston's proximity to the North Sea and the Thames Estuary diminish  its
passenger potential. The existing major underutilised airports have major
unemployment issues in their hinterlands. Should Manston airport  be reopened
in priority to say Gatwick, the  outcry from currently unemployed  people living
in Crawley, for example, would quite reasonably be severe.

2     The increasing focus on Climate Change

With the UK having chairmanship of COP26 in November, there is natural
pressure on society as a whole to minimise carbon emissions. Given that aircraft
that are specifically designed for freight were originally designed to carry
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passengers, the likelihood is that their design and engine types will not be as
efficient as the latest types of passenger plane. With airlines suffering from lack
of traffic, their funds will not be available to purchase specifically designed
freighters with minimal carbon emissions. The implication of that is that, if re-
opened,  Manston would become a hot spot for carbon emissions, something
that will minimise the potential success of any new carbon reduction targets that
may be suggested by the UK government.

Taken together with my earlier comments, there is now, therefore, an even
stronger case for refusing to grant permission for the reopening of Manston.
Could you please take all the points I have made against this proposal into
account in your latest review please?

Yours faithfully

Timothy Bentley FCCA




